Are You Up To Your Destiny.
'Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting: The soul that rises with us, our star, Hath elsewhere
its setting, And cometh from afar?' Wordsworth
Where to from here? An academic treatise? I think not.
But where to start? The brief for this article was to tie together all the thoughts, ideals and
creeds of a group of passionate and practicing storytellers at a weekend conference in country
Victoria. We were to wind our way through to a conclusion about Where to from here.
Where are storytellers headed and why?
The notes came over the wires via e-mail: here is what was discussed, here is what we
thought. Alas and alack the vibrancy, the soul searching, the bared hearts do not travel well.
Stumbling, I looked around for more illumination
I entertained an historic approach so I start dipping into my bibles, first The Power of Myth
by Joseph Campbell.
I jotted down fragments.
Myths and legends, 'like shards of pottery in an archeological dig,' frameworks for our life's.
Our earliest ancestors from the Paleolthic Millennia, 'a newcomer in a world of unexplored
plains and forests,' told stories to ritualise and atone for the necessary killing of their animal
brothers. ...With the transference to a planting and harvesting society woman came to play a
more important role, early traditions associate her roles of birth and nourishment with the
cyclic nature of life.
The basic theme of all mythology.... 'there is an invisible plane supporting the visible one."
"Myths link you to your social group." "Myths must be kept alive." " The people who can
keep it alive are artists of one kind or another." " "The function of the artist is the
mythologization of the environment of the world"
'The first shaping of this art comes not from the 'folk' but from 'an elite experience, the
experience of people particularly gifted, whose ears are open to the song of the universe'
I sidetracked to the internet to find details about a name quoted in Campbell's book; the
writer Thomas Berry said 'we are in trouble because we are in between stories. Now the old
story is not functioning. And we have not yet learnt a new."
Still fumbling, after ages on the net I picked up Eileen Colwell's slim volume Storytelling and
all my romantic ideals were stirred. Here we are in a long line of gypsy's and vagabonds with
a skill for telling a tale and a great tradition to uphold.
Round and round I went and I came no closer to an idea about, where to from here?.
Then it came to me like a bolt of lightening .

It was inside me all the time. We have all experienced the highs and lows of storyelling.
I've been brooding, brooding, brooding about three miserable storytelling jobs in a row.
Admittedly one was the same school two days in a row and the other was the following week
but they left me feeling drained and upset.
I can tell stories to a hundred a fifty kids even if teaches are clowning around up the back. It's
hard to eye ball people so far away into shutting up and I hate interrupting the story, but it's
not very satisfying. And it wasn't until the eighth session over two days that I spat the
dummy. The inconsiderate teacher who wanted do photocopying, (fancy putting me in a
room with a photocopier anyway) got the message when the room went silent, he turned to
me and I very politely said "We''ll wait" Underpaid, overworked office staff where just plain
rude and made me feel like I was a nuisance.
Then to top it off, for personal reasons, I couldn't make a shared story and music night at the
Boite (ed. Fill in description please) in Melbourne. Next morning, Nell Bell, esteemed life
member of the Australian Storytelling Guild, colleague and great mate said the night was
magic. June Barnes had woven the wonderful, disparate tales and songs together in the
manner of Sheherazde and I had missed it.
As I simmered down, something clicked I'd read in Colwell's book. She was quoting one of
my hero's John Masefield. As a lovelorn sixteen year old I would stand on the sandunes at the
end of Torquay beach and call out to the wind his wonderful poem Sea Fever,his stirring
intent, rhymes and rythms, calming and inspirational. As poet Laurete of the UK he
supported Colwell's efforts at storytelling , he too was a great teller. He had a vision of what
storytelling might be, he was convinced men and women as well as children loved stories and
could be deeply moved by them. 'He visualised groups of musicians, singers dancers and
practised storytellers wearing costumes of strangeness and beauty. The storytellers would tell
the story in turn and there would be interludes of music and dance to add splendour and
excitement.'
I thought of my friends and colleagues and could imagine the almost palpable energy in the
room, I know so well. It is as Campbell say's Storytellers, people particularly gifted, whose
ears are open to the song of the universe'
Where to from here? Where it's always been. And now more than ever we need the support of
each other, the understanding and reverence for story we all share.
The well-trained respectful listeners of the Boite made me think about my travels up north
and my telling in indigenous communities. It was so gratifying to have elders sitting around
the children like shepherds around their flock, they were interested in my stories and they led
by example. I felt their scrutiny and I was approved but I felt like a novice in a new world of
stories. Imagine if you can, stories that must have evolved and changed and been handed
down over fifty thousand years or more. Storytelling was essential to aboriginal survival, they
know the importance of our art and talents. Thomas Berry, known as a eco-spitualist (from
my net surfing) says, ''In developing a spirituality of the earth as part of the New Story clearly
we will be returning to examine the rich symbols and rituals ' ...of indigenous cultures.
Where to from here?

Aboriginal storytellers interviewed in the pages of 'Swag' have always said 'look to the stories
of the peoples where you live, the land you belong to. Maybe each of us should endeavour to
uncover some stories from our own surrounds. I recall Susan R from the conference asking
what stories to tell our city kids and I wonder about Melbourne Dreaming stories? I do know
there is the story of our How The Yarra River was Made in Bunjils Cave by Aldo Massola.
As Pauline Mcleod from NSW says I want our tales as popular as nursery stories. Maybe this
is a role for storytellers, lead the way to reconciliation through the respectful sharing of
aboriginal culture. Eco-spiritualists /storytellers, I like that!
The tellers at the weekend conference quoted many favourite stories and revealed much about
themselves, and this is not the place for single exposition. But several constants emerged in
their choices; the myths of the human quest, the trials of transition from childhood to
maturity. The storytellers own growth, self-understanding, love stories, simple stories. Stories
to laugh over stories to cry with. Stories that develop a love of language and stories that give
the listener courage. Stories to fire the imagination and stories to help make sense of the
world around us.
But where to from here?
In our fast, complicated, hectic lives where economic dictates rule the day, what are the
lessons to be learnt through our tales. In the modern legend, Star Wars the movie by George
Lucas, ,the voice of Ben Kenobi says to Luke Skywalker in the climatic moment of the last
fight, 'Turn off your computer, turn off your machine and do it yourself, follow your feelings,
trust your feelings.' We need to hear the stories that let us be people of heart and humanity.
Where to from here? Storytellers, we are the big picture people!
Campbell say's a 'valid mythology is the mythology of the planet.... And the closet thing to
planetary mythology is Buddhism, which sees all things as Buddha beings. We need myths
that will identify the individual not with his local group but with the planet. When you see the
earth from the moon, you don't see any divisions there of nations or states. This might be the
symbol of the new mythology to come. That is the country that we are going to be
celebrating. And those are the people we are one with.'
It is evident from talking to my colleagues that they too have looked to these pearls of
wisdom.
It seems I have asked more questions than I have answered and I will make no definitive
summations. I leave you with some final favourite quotes, 'Storytellers are simply those who
have made a profession and a lifestyle of being in touch with their bliss'
'May the force be with you' and
'Are you up to your destiny' HAMLET

The Spiritual Unity of the Tribes.
In the heart of spa country central Victoria, just out of Daylesford under the shadow of
Lambargook (Mt Franklin), Dan O'Connor and Sue Ewart have offered their majestic
property for Australia's first ever 'spiritual gathering' known as The Spiritual Unity of the

Tribes. The property is known as 'Dja William', a name given to them by descendants of the
original inhabitants of the land, the Djarra people; it means 'Earth Nest'.
It's early morning, dew is still on the ground and the birds chortle high in the forest trees. In
the clearing by the creek the smoke snakes up and around the tipis as people stir to their early
morning tasks. Up on higher ground a buffalo skull painted to represent the American flag,
guards the sacred arbour, The ceremonial fire is set and waits to be lit. It seems homage is to
native American culture rather than indigenous Australian culture.
People have gathered on the Easter long weekend from near and far to celebrate the Wisdom
of the Elders, along with them Nell Bell, life member of the Australian Storytelling Guild,
proclaimed shanacie, respected elder and loved grandmother
Nell represents the Guild and she has come in search of stories that reflect the aims of the
gathering, ' to honour the spirit, the sanctity of the land and the wisdom of the elders.'
They say powerful songlines traverse the district that was once home to the Djarra people but
now the district is renouned for it's invigorating mineral waters and spas, its plethora of New
Age industries, great food and wine. But as Nell and friends pass through the cappuccino
capital of Victoria and its streets teeming with indulgent tourists it seems more a hedonist's
paradise than the site for serious spiritual reflection.
Onto a rough bush track off the back Glenlyon road and bush poles strung with a huge canvas
sign indicate they've found the gathering. Cars are parked in a paddock, so a walk down to
the house and camping sites is necessary.
Through the gates and down the rough driveway to the house and campsite, but before they
can enter they need to be smudged, a process whereby smoldering branches of gum trees and
leaves are passed over and around their bodies to cleanse them. People involved have a
serious reverence towards these rituals.
During the morning people trickle down this road into the valley like grains of sand in an
hourglass until a microcosm of the world's people are colourfully represented. Indigenous
cultures represented by their elders include Native American Indians, Canadians, ( June
please add others you can think of) and the Djarra clan They are, however, outnumbered by
numerous lean young 'ferals' with matted hair, bright beads and colourful clothing.
People sit and lie in small groups around the arbour waiting for the fire to be lit. As a mark of
respect descendants of the Djarra people have been asked to light the fire but they haven't
arrived from Bendigo for the official 11o'clock start.
Nell decides to seek out some of the elders, she is curious how storytelling defines other
cultures?
Along with sound recordist June Barnes and permission from Dan and Sue they approach
Kalieran, (Anak Agung Gede Oka Kalieran) from Bali.
Kalieran is still rugged up as protection against the early morning cool weather, nut brown
face, snow white hair, twinkling eyes and a smiling face, he happily agrees to be interviewed.
'Bali' is a sanskrit word that means 'to return', a reference to their migration from Java in the

10th century and their belief that they will one day go back. Many of their stories revolve
around the history and background to their life in Bali. Children learn of their culture through
storytelling with a special emphasis and love for dancing and shadow puppets. Kalieran
informs Nell that their religion is based around the importance of remembering ancestors. It
is bad luck not to acknowledge them. Balinese strongly believe in Karma, the cosmic
operation of retributive justice determined by your thoughts and actions. He laughs as he tells
her that Balinese people are always doing good because they are afraid of Karma. Nell pushes
him for specific stories and he mentions The Mahabharata. This is the sacred book of the
Hindus and is the world's longest epic. Its central plot is about the conflict between spirits of
evil (Kurus) and the spirits of good (Pandus). It is the source of thousands of stories. The
Balinese use The Mahabharata on special occassions such as supporting families through a
death.
During their conversation a young lad walks around banging his bodhran drum to announce
lunch is on. Nell and Kalieran are feed first in acknowledgement of their status as elders. Nell
comments, 'Beef stew on Good Friday!'
After lunch Nell and June wander over to where Brenda Kerr, of the Djarra people, is
preparing a bush humpy to part of the opening ritual. She still waits for her mum and aunties
to arrive. Brenda is nervous she has never been spokesperson for her family before she
prefers to dance her stories. Nell quiz's her about stories of the surrounding district and
beliefs of her people but is saddened that her knowledge is quite scant.
Late in the afternoon when the Djarra elders have all finally arrived the ceremony begins.
Dan and Sue led the crowd of 500 down into the valley to address them. People are
welcomed and then move off in single file, everyone passes through the fire lit next to
Brenda's humpy, it seems aboriginal people use smoke for cleansing as well. Slowly steadily
everyone circles the arbour and finds a place to sit under the shade of the gum tree branches
that make its roof.
Nell and the other elders are given seats at the front and the fire is lit. The native American
influence is strong, chanting, drumming and pipe smoking are the focus of the ceremony.
As the cool night air descends Nell decides to head back to town but will return the next day.
After chatting with Brenda and her family the previous day Nell is greeted by them like an
old friend. When they are asked to take their time speaking at the fire Nell is invited to sit
with them. But first the native Canadian elders. Nell is disappointed, she is hoping to be
uplifted but their stories are downbeat and talk of troubled times. Where she had hoped for
shared wisdom, only tales of woe.
Next, a very nervous Brenda takes centre stage. Nell offers words of encouragement, 'Tell
them about your home land.'
'My people were always taught the three R's; Respect, Responsibility and Religion. We
always learnt that we must look after the land and its creatures. We listen to the birds, they
bring us messages'
Brenda struggled to find words, compared to the verbosity of the American elders, it was like
a small flame slowly flickering. Next another indigenous Australian speaking for the first

time, a woman from central NSW. There was much sadness in her heart but she
acknowledged a circle of elders that was helping her through, she dreams of great things for
her people.
That night when Nell and her party left there was an overwhelming sense of sadness amongst
them. Sadness evoked by the passing of an ancient culture and a floundering sense of
identity.
It was Nell's love and passion for stories that brought her to the gathering, her constant search
for illuminating stories, her belief in their power and importance in defining cultures. She
wondered why others had come.
People seemed to be desperately searching for spiritual enlightenment. Moments of ritual
where fervently attended; arms by their side palms facing up, people hoping to share and
receive healing energies. Solemn, fervent, respectful of the elders as they waited to receive
the wisdom.
'I thought this would be more of a celebration,' commented Nell. 'Everything seems so
gloomy and serious.'
On the final day Nell finally experienced a joyful shared moment, something to bring a
glimmer of hope and understanding.
Brenda's Uncle and others of his dancing troupe had arrived after performing elsewhere to
take part in the closing ceremony. In his loin cloth and decorative paint he made an
impressive figure. People waited for his words of wisdom.
'Today I am going to perform an old sacred dance of my people. It is very special and all
those who would like to learn please stand up. This dance has come down through the ages
and it is very important to the Djarra people. We call it the Putcher Dance.'
People stood and prepared themselves, they waited for the understanding that would come
through knowledge of the dance. Innocently hopeful the old man led them on.
'Okay everyone ready.'
Anticipation was high and the old man began,
'You put your right foot in.'
Nell did all she could to contain herself from laughing uproariously. Laughter, as always, the
best medicine.
She watched, as it dawned on the participants the old man had strung them along with a joke.
At last, light hearted sharing of cultures.
Before Nell left the gathering she swapped numbers with Brenda and her Mum Nola, she
promised to keep in touch. Before it is too late Nell wants the descendants of the Djarra
people to start preserving their stories. From this first flickering and representation at a
spiritual gathering Nell hopes to urge them on and remind them of the importance of stories.

Nell is adamant that Australians need the stories of our landscape and the wisdom of our
indigenous elders.

